Firstly affix the bracket to the wall using suitable fixing methods for the type of wall. Secondly fix the mounting plate, then attach the beam head or reflector as detailed below.

**mounting plate**
Use the 4 M4 pan head screws (short) in the pre-drilled holes to affix the perspex mounting plate to the bracket.

**beam head**
Use the 4 M4 pan head screws (long) in the pre-drilled holes to affix the firebeam base to the perspex mounting plate.

**single reflector**
Use 2 of the self tapping screws to affix the single reflector to the perspex mounting plate.

**positioning**
Once you have installed the bracket mounting plate and secured the firebeam, reflector or extension kit locate the optimum position and use the spanner provided to tighten the 2 adjusting bolts.

If you require any further assistance, technical support is available on www.firebeamsupport.com